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ABSTRACT The somatic shunt cable model for neurones is extended to the case in which several equivalent cylinders, not necessarily of
the same electrotonic length, emanate from the cell soma. The cable equation is assumed to hold in each cylinder and is solved with
sealed end conditions and a lumped soma boundary condition at a common origin. A Green's function (G) is defined, corresponding to
the voltage response to an instantaneous current pulse at an arbitrary point along one of the cylinders. An eigenfunction expansion for G
is obtained where the coefficients are determined using the calculus of residues and compared with an alternative method of derivation
using a modified orthogonality condition. This expansion converges quickly for large time, but, for small time, a more convenient
alternative expansion is obtained by Laplace transforms. The voltage response to arbitrary currents injected at arbitrary sites in the
dendritic tree (including the soma) may then be expressed as a convolution integral involving G. Illustrative examples are presented for a
point charge input.
INTRODUCTION
In recent years, the passive electrical properties of nerve
cells have been studied widely using the Rall cable
model. Rall's model consists of an equivalent cylinder
representing a dendritic tree coupled to a lumped imped-
ance representing the soma (or cell body). The reduc-
tion ofan entire dendritic tree to a single equivalent cylin-
der may take place when appropriate symmetry and
other requirements are met, as detailed in Rall (1962).
In fact, this reduction may still occur when some of the
symmetry considerations are relaxed (as discussed, for
example, in Walsh and Tuckwell, 1985). The representa-
tion of the soma as a lumped R-C circuit is based on
soma isopotentiality, as discussed in Rall (1959, 1960).
A summary ofthe assumptions, together with the govern-
ing equations, can be found in Jack et al. (1975) and Rall
(1977).
An extension of the Rall model is the somatic shunt
cable model, details of which can be found in Durand
(1984), Kawato (1984), and Poznanski (1987 a, b). In
summary, the model introduces a shunt at the soma of
the Rall model, which allows a lower somatic time con-
stant TS compared with the membrane time constant Tm.
Consequently, a somatic shunt parameter E, defined as
the ratio between the somatic and dendritic membrane
time constants (e = rsITrm), is introduced into the Rall
model. The shunt is interpreted as being due to either
electrode penetration damage or a lower membrane resis-
tance in the soma than in the dendrites. The refinement
ofthe Rall model to include a shunt parameter increases
the number oftypes ofneurones to which the model can
be fitted.
The single cylinder case for both the Rall cable model
and the somatic shunt cable model has been solved in
detail for a range of boundary conditions and input
currents. A summary ofthe analytical progress made for
both these models can be found in Poznanski (1987 a).
Bluman and Tuckwell (1987) complete the analysis of
the Rall model in the sense that they present efficient
techniques for calculating the voltage response along a
cylinder for any input currents. Bluman and Tuckwell
demonstrated these methods (without loss ofgenerality)
for the particular case of a cylinder with a sealed end
boundary condition. For examples of other types of
boundary conditions, see Rall (1969, pp. 1501-1502).
Although these techniques were presented for the Rall
model, they extend immediately to the somatic shunt
model (see Poznanski 1987b).
Generalization from single-cylinder models to multi-
cylinder models has been considered but not in as much
detail (see, for example, Segev and Rall, 1983; Holmes
and Rall, 1987). Tuckwell (1987) outlines an indirect
way of solving the multicylinder problem for the special
case when each cylinder has the same length. However,
the method involves solving only a single cable equation
with specified boundary and initial conditions at each
stage and relies on the reduction of several cylinders to
one equivalent cylinder. This reduction is only possible
when each cylinder is of the same electrotonic length,
but in general this is not the case, and we are left with the
multicylinder case (which has not yet been considered).
Rall (1969) considers several equivalent cylinders ofdif-
ferent electrotonic length for his model neurone, obtain-
ing a transcendental equation for the equalizing time
constants, but does not solve for the voltage distribution.
In this paper we generalize the single cylinder case con-
sidered by Durand (1984), Kawato (1984), and Poz-
nanski (1987a, b) to the multicylinder case (see Fig.
1 A). The geometry of the multicylinder case introduces
several mathematical problems characterized by equa-
tions with discontinuous coefficients, which do not arise
in the single cylinder case. We obtain the small time
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FIGURE 1 (A) The multicylinder somatic shunt cable model with N
equivalent cylinders emanating from a common soma. (B) Illustration
of the domain for the mathematical model representing Fig. 1 A.
behavior of the voltage response using Laplace trans-
forms and series expansions and the large time behavior
using an eigenfunction expansion. The large time expan-
sion coefficients, which satisfy the initial condition, are
found using two methods: the first method uses the La-
place transform result and complex residues and the sec-
ond method uses a series of nonorthogonal functions
and a modified orthogonality condition, similar to that
proved in Churchill (1942). Because this paper, in the
most part, parallels the treatment by Bluman and Tuck-
well (1987) ofthe single cylinder Rall model, reference is
made to the mathematical details derived by Bluman
and Tuckwell (1987) wherever possible. Finally, we
would like to note that due to a direct analogy between
the heat equation and the cable equation (see Rall,
1977), the techniques used in this paper to analyze the
cable equation are the same as those used in heat transfer
(see, for example, Carslaw and Jaeger, 1959).
LIST OF SYMBOLS
Akl, expansion coefficients, (Eq. 4.30)
Bj, expansion coefficients, (Eq. 4.34)
cmi membrane capacitance per unit length of
the jth cylinder [F/cm]
Cm specific membrane capacitance [F/cm2]
Cs = 7rds2Cm lumped capacitance of soma [F]
dj diameter ofjth cylinder [cm]
ds soma diameter [cm]
fi initial voltage distribution in jth cylinder
[V]
Fj dimensionless initial voltage distribution in
jth cylinder, (Eq. 3.6)
F(X) function of the initial voltage distribution
defined for the whole cell, jth component is
Fj(Xj) when X = Xj
Fs = F(0) value ofF at the soma
gs = gsh + gsm soma conductance, including shunt [Q-']
gsh= 1 /RSh somatic shunt conductance [ Q-']
g,m = iirds/Rm soma membrane conductance [Q ']
g"= / Vrmjraj input conductance of the jth cylinder's infi-
nite extension [2-']
GJ (Yj, Yk, T) Green's function at Xj injth branch for unit
impulse at Yk in kth branch, (Eq. 4. 1)
Gk(Yk, T) Green's function at soma for unit impulse at
Yk in kth branch, (Eq. 4.2)
G (Xj, T) Green's function at Xj injth branch for unit
impulse at soma, (Eq. 5.4)
Gs( T) Green's function at soma for unit impulse at
soma, (Eq. 5.4)
h = a/e a constant
Hjk(Xj, Yk, T) solution of the Boundary Value Problem
(BVP) (Eqs. 4.20-4.23, 4.28, 4.29)
applied current density to jth cylinder [A/
cm]
is applied current to the soma [A]
dimensionless applied current to-jth cylin-
der, (Eq. 3.6)
Is dimensionless applied current to soma, (Eq.
3.6)
Kj(Xj, Yk, T) solution of the BVP (Eqs. 4.24-4.29)
Ij physical length ofjth cylinder [cm]
Li = lI/ X electrotonic length ofjth cylinder [dimen-
sionless]
N number of equivalent cylinders coupled at
the soma
p Laplace transform variable
q= VI +p
Qo
raj = 4Ri/rds
rmj = Rml/dj
Ri
Rm
Rs
Rsh
S.n
t
T = t/lTm
V.
Vs
Vi
initial input charge [ C]
axial resistance per unit length ofjth cylin-
der [Q/cm]
membrane resistance of a unit length of the
jth cylinder [Q cm]
axial resistivity [Qi cm]
membrane specific resistance [ Q cm2]
lumped resistance of soma [ Q], (Eq. 6.2)
somatic shunt resistance [ Q]
index set for the eigenvalue #j. (Eq. 4.50)
time [s]
dimensionless time variable
transmembrane potential ofjth cylinder rel-
ative to resting potential [V]
transmembrane potential of soma relative
to resting potential [ V]
dimensionless transmembrane potential of
jth cylinder, (Eq. 3.6)
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VS dimensionless transmembrane potential of
soma, (Eq. 3.6)
Xj physical distance along thejth cylinder [cm]
X position variable defined for the whole cell,
X = Xj for the jth segment and X = O at the
soma (Xl = X2= = XN = O)
Xj = xi/Xi electrotonic distance for the jth cable [di-
mensionless]
Yk input site for point charge
Greek symbols
a!n eigenvalues for the Hjk BVP, (Eq. 4.33)
Ojn eigenvalues for the Kjk BVP, (Eq. 4.36)
5( ) Dirac delta function at t = 0
e = TsITm somatic shunt parameter [dimensionless]
On a function of a!n (Eq. 4.41)
y = 2jN yj a constant
zj= p-,j ratio of the input conductance of the jth cylin-
der's infinite extension to the somatic conduc-
tance, (Eq. 3.8)
7=lrm/rj space constant of the jth cylinder [cm]
Aj set of eigenvalues for Kjk, (Eq. 4.38)
uf a function of q, (Eq. 4.1 1)
TM= RmCm membrane time constant [s]
Ts= R5Cs somatic time constant [ s]
4'jn(Xj) eigenfunction in jth segment with eigenvalue
an, (Eq. 4.32)
In(X) eigenfunction defined on the whole cell, being
6jn in segmentj
Ojn(Xj) eigenfunction in jth segment with eigenvalue
Oin, (Eq. 4.35)
and current conservation,
dv N R Olv.(O, t)
s( t) + ds -s 2: ' ' RsRi( t), (3.3 )
dt j = raj Oax
where Rs is the soma resistance, is is the injected current
at the soma, raj is the internal resistance per unit length
of the jth cylinder, and Ts is the somatic time constant.
We assume that no current passes through the ends of
the cylinders at xj = lj, which is the so-called "sealed
end" condition,
Ovj(lj, t) 0
Oxi
(3.4a)
A more general boundary condition would be to replace
Eq. 3.4a with
ajvj + bj = Cj, (3.4b)
where aj, bj, and cj are constants. This boundary condi-
tion includes the clamped end condition when bi = 0.
The techniques used for obtaining solutions still apply
when Eq. 3.4a is replaced by Eq. 3.4b, which is not con-
sidered because of the significant increase in algebraic
detail.
Finally, we assume the cell to be initially polarized at t
= 0 so that
(3.5)
THE MATHEMATICAL MODEL
We consider a neurone composed of a soma andN den-
dritic trees. We assume that each dendritic tree may be
reduced to an equivalent cylinder (see Rall, 1977) so
that the nerve cell may be represented by N equivalent
cylinders, not necessarily ofthe same physical or electro-
tonic length, emanating from a uniformly polarized
soma (see Fig. 1 A). For the jth equivalent cylinder, we
let vj(xj, t) denote the transmembrane potential in volts
at a distance of xj centimeters along the cylinder from
the soma (xj = 0) and at time t seconds. The physical
length ofthejth equivalent cylinder from the soma to its
terminal is denoted by lj. Then vj satisfies the cable equa-
tion (see Tuckwell, 1987),
(Aj)2 a2x _ TM I2 vj = -rmjij O < Xj < lj, t > 0, (3.1 )(X)2 atOv
where Tm is the membrane time constant, ij(xj, t) is an
applied current density per unit length, Xj is the charac-
teristic length (or space constant), and rmj is the mem-
brane resistance of a unit length of the jth cylinder.
At the soma (xl = x2 = = N= 0), there is voltage
continuity,
vI(O, t) = v2(0, t) = V* * = N(O, t) vS(t) (3.2)
where we assume that the initial polarization is continu-
ous across the soma.
We nondimensionalize Eqs. 3.1-3.5 with
Xj=X.X, t= TmT,
vj = -RSV,VSR =Vs VR (3.6)Vi='Ykrm j 'YkTm
Q Rs QO Q R F,_(3-7)ii='kmrmij Ykrm iIf 'Ykrm
where QO is the input charge (coulombs) and introduces
the nondimensional parameters,
Tm Xjraj ' Xi (3.8)
forj = 1, . . , N. The kth segment (in which the charge
input is injected (see Eq. 4. 1 ) has been taken as the refer-
ence segment. The nondimensional equations are
inO<Xj<Lj, T>O
dj- ClT V = -Ii(Xi, T); (3.9)
at Xi = Li aXi = 0;
atXj = O V = Vs,
(3.10)
(3.11)
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and
V. + E d ' Yzj dI = is(T); (3.12)
at T= 0, 0 < Xj < Lj Vj = Fj(Xj); (3.13)
forj = 1, . . . , N. Fig. 1 B illustrates the mathematically
equivalent system for the multicylinder neurone model
shown in Fig. 1 A.
A GREEN'S FUNCTION
To write the solution for the generalized problem of
Eqs. 3.9-3.13, we consider the Green's function
GI(Ki, Yk, T) defined as the solution of Eqs. 3.9-3.13,
with
Ik= b(T)6(Xk- Yk), Ij = 0, j = ,*..,N, j $ k,
Is=O, Fj=O, j= ,...,N. (4.1)
We introduce the notation
G,(0, Yk, T) = Gs(Yk, T) (4.2)
when Xj = 0. The index k indicates that the stimulating
site lies in the kth segment, Yk E (0, 4 ], and the indexj
indicates that the recording site lies in the jth segment,
Xj E [0, Lj], where j is defined to be s when Xj = 0 (the
soma). The Green's function Gkj represents the response
at Xj in the jth cable to a unit impulse current at a point
Yk along the kth cable. We note that for Gjk, the source is
confined to the interval (0, Lk], that is the kth cylinder,
and the point Xj where we measure Gjkis confined to the
interval [0, Lj].
Laplace transform
The Laplace transform of Gjk, defined as
Gj (Xj, Yk, P) = J PTG (Xj, Yk, T) dT, (4.3)
The solution of the problem for Gjk (see Appendix 1
for details) is found in a manner similar to that outlined
in Stakgold ( 1979, chapter 1). We note that the jt are
continuous at the soma but that their derivatives are dis-
continuous. For the source in the kth segment, we solve
the governing equation over the three intervals 0 < Xj <
Lj, 0 < Xk < Yk, and Yk < Xk < Lk, wherej =# k(see Fig.
2). The conditions at the endpoints Xj = Lj and Xk = Lk
are satisfied along with the usual conditions across the
source, and we are left with two constants to be deter-
mined by satisfying continuity (Eq. 4.7) and the total
flux condition (Eq. 4.8) at the soma. We thus obtain
j 1+E(q2-1)+qq)
X cosh q(Lk - Yk) cosh q(Lj - Xj)
cosh qLk cosh qL
forj k, and
'Yk
(1 +e(q2 1) + qo)
X cosh q(Lk - Yk) cosh q(Lk - Xk)
cosh qLk cosh qLk
+ I_coh q(Lk Xk sinh qYk, Yk < Xk. (4.10)
q cosh q4k
where we define
N
q = l1 + p, a = I>yj tanh qLj.j=l (4.11)
An expression for Gk for Xk < Yk may be obtained from
Eq. 4.10 by interchanging Xk and Yk using the fact that
Gkk is symmetric in Xk and Yk (compare Eqs. A1.2 and
A1.3 in Appendix 1 ). We remark that Eq. 4.10 in the
one-cylinder case when e = 1 agrees with Eq. 2.4 in Blu-
man and Tuckwell (1987) and when e 1, Eq. 4 in
Poznanski (1987b).
satisfies
ak(X,ykAS)
in O < Xk < x2 (I1 + p)Gkk k< k_-(Xk- Yk); (4.4)
in O <Xj < Lj OfX2 - O +P)Gjk =O, j* k; (4.5)
at Xj = L
atXj = 0
= 0;(X
jk = sk
and
(1 + Ep)as N d
forj= 1, .. . ,N.
(4.6)
(4.7)
x =Xj
Yk 4
FIGURE 2 Illustration of the domain of solution for the Green's func-(4.8) tion problem G"(X, Yk, p), with the notation that G"(X, Yk, p)
= Gk(Xj, Yk, p) when X = Xj (i.e., the recording site is in the jth
cylinder).
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Small time approximation
A small time approximation is found here in the asymp-
totic sense: that as time is reduced, fewer terms are re-
quired to obtain a particular agreement with the exact
solution. A result appropriate for small T is found by
expanding Eqs. 4.9 and 4.10 for (p, q) > 1 and by using
the generalized initial value theorem (Spiegel, 1965).
Because the method of derivation of these expansions is
presented in Bluman and Tuckwell (1987) and Poz-
nanski ( 1987b), only the final results are presented. For
j# k,
re-q(Xj+Yk) e-q(2Lk-Yk+Xj) e-q(2Lj-Xj+Yk)
Gk=YkI +(j q(y +eq) q(y + eq) q(y +eq)
e-q(2(Lj+Lk)-Xj-Yk) e-q(2Lk+Yk+Xj) e-q(2Lj+Xj+yk)]
q(+y + eq) q( + eq)
-q(2(Lj+Lk)+|Xj-YkI) eqq)q)
le-q(2(Lmin+Xj+Yk)
+Ot q(,,+Eq)2 asqq oo, (4.12)
where Lmin = min {Lk, Lj }. In Eq. 4.12, we have used
the order symbol 0 ("big oh"), I details ofwhich can be
found in, for example, Van Dyke ( 1964). Applying stan-
dard inversion formulas (see, for example, Carslaw and
Jaeger, 1959, Appendix 1; Abramowitz and Stegun,
1965, p. 1020-1030), we obtain
Gjk(Xj, Yk, T)
h2eh2T((Xi + Yk)YkelT[ eh(j Y) erfc 2(2V +h7
+ eh(2Lk-yk+Xj) erfc ( (2Lk Y+k+ + hl
+ eh(2Lj-Xj+Yk) erfc ((2Lj X.+ Yk) + hFT)
+ eh(2(Lj+L)-Xj-Yk)
x erfc (2(L(j+kL Xj Yk) + h)
eh(2I4+Yk+Xj) erfc (2Lk+ Yk + + hW\
- eh(2Lj+Xj+Yk) erfc ( (2 +Xj +Y +hk
+ O(eh(2(Lj+L4)+IXjrykl)
Xerfc(((j Lk+)+ IXj Ykl)+hT)
2YT
(I c)O(Q1(X, Y, T)) +O(Q2(X, Y,T) (4.13)
I f(x, = O(g(x)) as x -- c if lim,.c [f(x)]/[g(x)] = m, a nonzero
constant.
where
I ((Xi +Yk)Ql erfc (2 \2VTI
_2 /T- e-(Xj+Yk)2/4T
- ( h2h-2T)eh2Teh(Xj+Yk)
X erfic i + Yk)+ h
FT
Q2 = 2 e-(2Iinin+Xj+yk)2/4T
-(2Lmi, + Xj + Yk+ 2hT)
x efc((2Lmin Yk)
(4.14)
(4.15)
and where we define h = y / e with
-y = :JN= I yj. Similarly,
when j = k, we have on expanding for large q and Xk >
Yk, on collecting terms with the same exponential
powers,
I e (Xk-yk) + eq(2L* (Xk+Yk))1
+( 2I + k q))(e kyk) + e-q(2Lk-Xk+Yk)
+ e-q(2Lk+XkYk) + eq(4Lk-XkYk))
+
I 2 qk _ e-q(2LiI+Yk+Xk)
\2q q(,y + eq)}
((2q q( y + Eq)
-q(Xk+yk)
+ (- )0q2(7 + Eq)2
+o(e q(2IL+Xk+yk)\
q(,y + Eq)2 (4.16)
Inverting, using standard transforms, we obtain forXk >
Yk,
Gk (Xk s Yk , T)
= T e (Xk Yk)2/4T + -(2Lk-Xk-Yk)2/4T
e-(Xk+Yk)2/4T +2Yk h2T h(X+yk)
Xerfc( +khVt) -k e-(2Lk-Xk+Yk)2/4T
2YkehTeh(2Lk-Xk+Yk) erfc ((24-Xk Yk) + hf
e-(2L4+Xk-Yk)2/4T + 2k eh2Teh(2Lk+Xk-Yk)
Xerfc((2Lk Yk) + hr)
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- e-(4Lk-Xk-yk)2/4T + 27k eh2Teh(4Lk-Xk-Yk)
gT e
x erfc (4Lk -Xk- Yk) + hVT)
+ 1e- (2Lk+Xk+yk)2/4T _-4k eh2Th(2k+Xk+yk)
x erfc ( (24+Xk+ Yk) + hV)
+ Ot l e-(4Lk-Xk+Yk)2/4T)
+(- E)O(Q3(X, Y, T)) + O(Q4(X, Y, T))] , (4.17)
where Q3 and Q4 are obtained from Q, and Q2, respec-
tively, by settingj = k. The result for the case Xk < Yk, is
obtained by interchanging Xk and Yk in Eq. 4.17, be-
cause Gk is symmetric in Xk and Yk. It is useful to note
that simplification ofthese expansions 4.13-4.17 occurs
when T < c2/h2. Although the order of importance of
the terms in the expansions 4.13 and 4.17 varies as Xk
and Yk vary, as a general guide, the terms are written in
decreasing order of importance. We note that when e *
1, the term Ql dominates the second and successive
terms included in the expansions 4.13 and 4.17, which
become important only in the case e 1.
forj = 1, . . . , N, and KjC is taken to satisfy the following
problem,
2 Kk <K =
in<Xj< j,T 0 axj2 clT
at Xj = L
atXj = 0
and
aKk
= 0;
(X0
Kjk = O,
N °K
2: 'Yji = 0;
(4.24)
(4.25)
(4.26)
(4.27)
forj = 1, . . . , N. In this problem, not only is the function
zero at the soma (Eq. 4.26), but there is also zero net flux
(Eq. 4.27).
Initial conditions for the above two problems are,
at T= 0,
6(Xk- Yk) = Hk(Xk, Yk, 0) + Kk(Xk, Yk, 0), (4.28)
and
0 = H, (XY,Yk, 0) + Kj (Xj, Yk, 0);
forj#k,j=l,...,N.
By using separation of variables, we set
(4.29)
Large time approximation
A large time approximation is found here in the asymp-
totic sense: that as time is increased, fewer terms are re-
quired to obtain a particular agreement with the exact
solution. A large time approximation is found by using
the following method that uses eigenfunction expansions
to find Gjl(Xj, Yk, T). The problem for Gj' may be de-
fined alternatively by Eqs. 3.9-3.13 with
Fk =-6(Xk-Yk), Fj = 0, j= 1,...,N, jk,
IS=0, Ij=O, j= 1,...,N. (4.18)
We write Gk as the sum oftwo functions, H' and Kk, as
follows,
Gj (Xj, Yk, T) = H (Xj, Yk, T) + Kj'(XJ, Yk, T), (4.19)
where HJ satisfies,
in 0< Xj <Lj, T >OH°x H- Hjk = 0; (4.20)2Hj2 HT
Hk = k
at Xj = L
atXj = 0
and
Hsk+ E dT-I Y. ffX = 0;dT x
00
Hj'(Xj, Yk, T) = 2 Akn(Yk) ,jn(Xj)e-( n) (4.30)
n-O
H (Yk, T) H (O, Yk, T) = Ai)(Yk)e T,
n-O
(4.31)
in Eqs. 4.20-4.23. In view of the boundary condition at
Xj = Lj and the voltage continuity condition at Xj = 0, we
can write the spatial eigenfunctions as
(Xi) cos an(Li-Xj) j= 1,..., N. (4.32)
cos anLi
The conservation of current condition (Eq. 4.23), to-
gether with Eq. 4.22 defines the eigenvalues a,,, n = 0, 1,
2, . .. , as the roots of the transcendental equation
N
1 - E( 1 + a2) = a z yj tan aLj.
j=l
(4.33)
Similarly for Kg, we set
00
Kjk(Xj, Yk, T) = z Bjn(Yk)'Ojn(Xj)e(1+tn)T (4.34)
n-O
(4.21) in Eqs. 4.24-4.27. In view of the boundary conditions
(4.22) 4.25 and 4.26, the spatial eigenfunctions are
4n.(X)) = COS #in(L-Xi), j = 1, . . ., N, (4.35)
where the eigenvalues, fjn, n = 0, 1, 2, ... ., are
(4.23) f3jn= (2n + 1)7r/2Lj. (4.36)
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We now discuss the condition (Eq. 4.27). Substituting
Eq. 4.34 into Eq. 4.27 gives
N o
z [(-1) FBjnfljne ( Jn) ]I= 0. (4.37)j=l n=O
For each j = 1, . . . , N, we denote by Aj the set of eigen-
values of the Kj' problem (Eqs. 4.24-4.27), namely
Ai = { ijn } n=O. (4.38)
If the sets Aj, forj = 1, . . ., N, are all disjoint, then Eq.
4.37, which holds for all T, gives
Bjn=0 Vj andVn. (4.39)
However, the possibility of nonzero values for the Bj0's
exists if the eigenvalues from different sets coincide,
which occurs if integers n and m can be found such that
the ratio ofthe electrotonic lengths ofany two cylinders,
say the ith and the jth satisfy
Li (2n +1)
-j -2m+l) i j, m,n E {0,1,2,...}. (4.40)
Lj(2m + 1)
As an example, we consider N = 2, LI = 1, and L2 = 3.
Using Eqs. 4.36 and 4.38, we have
Al ={(2n1 + 1)7r/2}1=o, n,= 0, 1,2,3,...,
A2 = {(2n2+ )w/6}00=o, n2 = 0, 1,2,3,....
The sets A1 and A2 have common eigenvalues, namely
those in Al, which are the eigenvalues in A2 for which
n2= ( 3n1 + 1). Thus, Eq. 4.37, ifit is to be satisfied for all
T, gives
,yBln -2B2(3n+l) = 0 for n = 0, 1, 2,
and
The calculus of residues
The coefficients Akn(Yk) and Bjn(Yk) in the above ex-
pansions may be determined using the results ofthe La-
place transform of Gk in section 4.1 and the calculus of
residues. Taking the Laplace transform of Eq. 4.19, us-
ing Eqs. 4.30 and 4.34, gives
0Akn(yk)4difn(Xj)Gk(Xj, Yk,P) = + P + a2)
n=O n
+
jn Yk)jn(
+
j2 (4.41)
forj= 1,...,N.
Determination of the Ak,,'s. Both Eqs. 4.9 and 4.10
and Eq. 4.41 have simple poles atp =-(1 + a2), n = 0,
1, 2 .... Evaluating the residues of Gjk atp = -(1 + a2)
and Xk = 0 gives by standard methods ofcomplex analy-
sis (see, for example, Priestley, 1985, chapter 7),
Akn(Yk)= lim (p+1+anc)(Yk,p)
(_-( I+ LL2)
2'Y
(2E + On + : yjLjseC2anLj
cOs an(4k Yk)
x an
Cos anLk
(4.42)
where an = [1 -e( 1 + a2)]/[a2] (which corresponds to
fln in Durand, 1984), except when e = 1 and n = 0, then
Ako- Yk
I + 2:-yeLij=l
(4.43)
Further details are given in Appendix 3. We note for
later reference that we may write Eqs. 4.42 and 4.43 in
the form
Ak,(Yk) = Ek.k.(Yk) (4.44)
where
B2m=0 form=0, 1, 2,...,m {3n +1}0'
The coefficients Ak0( Yk) and Bjn( Yk) in the above ex-
pansion may be determined by satisfying the initial con-
ditions. Because the ok,r,'s are nonorthogonal, the Akn's
cannot be defined in the usual way, involving orthogonal
functions. Instead, we present a method that uses the
Laplace transform results and involves evaluating resi-
dues. For completeness, we mention in Appendix 2 an
alternative method using a modified orthogonality con-
dition to show how this technique generalizes from the
one cylinder case (see, for example, Durand, 1984), to
the multicylinder case. The A"'s can be derived in a
closed form expression by this method, which coincides
with that given by the Laplace transform method. How-
ever, the BjnIs are left in series form, so this second
method is useful only for determining the Ak,'s.
knN
2E + On+ z yjLj sec2 anLija1
and, when e = I and n = O,
(4.45)
(4.46)Eko = A = 'Yk0YN
(1 + )yjLij 1
Determination ofthe Bj,'s. To determine the B ,'s, we
have to consider the following cases: (a) The case Ak n
Aj = 0.
In this case we note thatj k (i.e., the recording seg-
ment cannot be the input segment) and Eq. 4.9 does not
have poles at p = -(1 + j,B,n), which gives
(4.47)
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(b) ThecaseAknfAj 0.
This case includes the possibility j = k and occurs
when the eigenvalues ofthe Kk and Kk, problems for the
kth andjth branches, respectively, coincide. Evaluating
residues at the simple polesp = - (1 + f3jn) gives whenj
(-1 )n '2(Yk/Lk) COsIflj (Lk )Yk)
sin (I3jnLk)
B (r) qLj( 2 (,yi/Li)) (jnkBjn(Y) = i n ifSnEIA
iff#jn E Ak
and when = k,
B()= 2 i(-kLk)) cos flkn(Lk- ( 4.49 )
iCeSkfl
where Sjn, for each j= 1,..., N, is an index set defined
by
m E Sjn iffmn E Ak where m = 1, ... , N, (4.50)
(i.e., it is a labeling set for all segments that have an
eigenvalue that coincides with the nth eigenvalue of the
jth segment.) We remark that Eq. 4.49 includes the par-
ticular case whenj = k (i.e., recording and stimulating in
the same segment k), but AinAk =0 for i = 1, . . ., N,
i k (i.e., no coincidence ofthe eigenvalues ofsegment k
with those of other segments). For this case, Skn = { k},
and then Eq. 4.49 gives Bkn(Yk) = 0 for all n. Further
explanation can be found in Appendix 3.
For later reference, as with the Akn's, we may write the
coefficients B in Eqs. 4.48 and 4.49 in the form
Bjn(Yk) = Djnfjn(Yk), (4.51)
where for j =# k,
Dj.(Y) = [ (i/Lf)j (4.52)
1
Ej if Ojn 'f Akc,
and when j = k,
Dim()==2 1 (Yk/4k) (4.53)Dkn(Y/ Lk I (yi/Li))
To illustrate the above cases, we consider the example
in which N = 3, LI = 1, L2 = 2, L3 = 2, and k = 2 (the
charge input is in segment 2). Then
Al= {(2n + 1)7r/2} =O, A2=A3={(2n+1)X/4} n
Hence, A2 n A1 = 0, which is case a and thus
Bln =O forn =0,1,2,....
Ak;
(4.48)
S2n =S3n = { 2, 3} for n = 0, 1,2, . .,
and by Eqs. 4.48 and 4.49 we have
B3n( Y) = ( + z ) cos (2n + 1 ) , (Lk-Y,,.o)
for n = 0, 1, 2, . . ..9
and
B2,((Y) +3) cos(2n+ 1) (4- Yk),
for n = O, 1, 2, ....
We note that this agrees with Eq. 4.37, which gives
B1. = O and 'Y2B2n + 'Y3B3. = O for n = O, 1, 2, ....
A GENERAL SOLUTION
The general problem Eqs. 3.9-3.13, denoted by (P), is
linear and may be considered as composed of three sub-
sidiary problems: the first being current injection in the
branches only and no initial voltage distribution, the sec-
ond being current injection at the soma only and no
initial voltage distribution, and the third being no input
currents, only an initial voltage distribution.
Current injection in the branches only
Using the Green's function Gjk, the solution for an arbi-
trary current input Ik in the kth cylinder may be written
as the convolution integral
jkkr X, WQ, )UtVj(Xj, T) =JJGj(, (kx T-)I(ku)d t (5.1 )
for] = 1, . . . , N. The problem (P) is linear and thus the
solution for arbitrary input currents Ik(Xk, T), k = 1,
... , N is
Vj(Xj, T)
N rLk tT
= z ffJ Gjk(Xi, tk, T- U)Ik(tk, u)dudtk (5.2)
k=l
forj= 1,...,N.
Current injection at the soma
The Green's function Gj(Xj, T) for current injection at
the soma is a solution of Eqs. 3.9-3.13 with
Is = b(T), Ij = n, Fj = e, j N. (5.3)
We define
Gs(O, T) = G(s,T) (5.4)
Also, A2 n A3 0, which is case b. The index sets de-
fined in Eq. 4.50 are as follows,
when Xj = 0. The Laplace transform G, is shown in Ap-
pendix 4 to be given by
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I coshq(L Xi
Gjs
+ ) coshL j= 1, , N, (5.5)
Thus, we have
Gc(Xi, p) =-4G(O, Xj, p) GI-G(Xj, p). (5.6)
Hence, for an arbitrary input current Is at the soma,
rT
VI(Xi, T) = G1(Xj, T- u)Is(u) du
T
=-r G(0,Xj, T-u)I,(u)du (5.7)
forj= 1,...,N.
Initial voltage distribution
For the case of an initial voltage distribution, with no
input currents Ij, j = 1, . . . , N or I., the problem may be
restated as an equivalent problem in which we take
Ik(Xk, T) = Fk(Xk)b(T) and I,(T) = FSb(T) (5.8)
fork = 1 ... ., Nand F. = Fk(O) is the common value of
the initial voltage distribution at the soma. The solution,
by linearity, is given by
N rLkG(jVj(Xj, T) = jG k'(Xj,{k T)Fk(4k) d4k
k=l
+ -G4(0, Xj, T)FS. (5.9)
As the problem is linear, we can combine the results in
Eqs. 5.2, 5.7, and 5.9 to give a general solution
N pLk pT
Vj(Xj, T) = z G(Xj, {k T- u)Ik(uku) du d4k
k=l
N rLk
+ GJLk (Xi, 4, T)Fk(Qk) d4k
k=1
+-Gj(O,XjT)Fs
'Y
+ l r j(0,Xj, T- u)hI(u)du (5.10)
where] = 1,. Nand F, is the initial polarization at the
soma.
ILLUSTRATIVE NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
We now illustrate the usefulness and certain features of
the solutions obtained in the previous sections by con-
sidering the numerical examples below. In these exam-
ples, we use the dimensional forms of the solutions
where from Eq. 3.6 we define the dimensional quantities
gk= °RSG> khj= j_RH, .
YkTm
s
YkTm
(6.1)
The large time solutions are numerically calculated by
truncating the series after a suitable number of terms
(see, for example, Poznanski, 1987a, b; Bluman and
Tuckwell, 1987) with a simple bisection algorithm used
to determine the roots an.
The effect of the "missing" roots /jn
As a first example, we demonstrate the importance of
including the solution Kjk for the large time solution
when electrotonic lengths are in odd integer ratios. How-
ever, this solution is not important because, as we shall
show, small adjustments (say, for example, ±10-6) to
the electrotonic lengths ofthe involved cylinders satisfy-
ing the ratio criterion (Eq. 4.40) removes this solution
with no discernable effect to the resulting waveform.
Consequently, we may term the roots An as missing from
the transcendental Eq. 4.33 when the electrotonic
lengths are in this ratio.
We consider a two-cylinder model (N = 2) with the
following electrical values,
Rm = 4 x 104 Qcm2, Cm = 5X 10-7F/cm2,
Ri= lOOQcm, d,= 10-3cm,
RSh = 1.27 X 1010 Q, 1 =12-= 10-1 cm, d, = d2 = 10-4 cm,
where these quantities are defined in Section 2. Hence,
the following values may be calculated,
C = 1.57 X 102F, RS= 6.37 x 109 Q,
Tm=20ms, rs= lOims, XI=2= 10-'m,
where we have used
/RS = 1/RSh + 7ds IRm (6.2)
The parameter values (Eq. 3.8) are
Y1= Y2= 5, LI=L2=1, (=0.5
In Table 1, we list the first 11 roots of the transcen-
dental Eq. 4.33 and the roots f3j,, given by Eq. 4.36. We
note that consecutive roots of the 3ln's lie between con-
secutive roots ofthe a 's. For comparison, in Table 2, we
TABLE 1 The roots of the transcendental Eq. 4.33 in the case
LI L2 = 1, and the roots 6B1n = 02n (Eq. 4.36)
n an in =fi2n
0 0.21658071 1.57079633
1 3.00857331 4.71238898
2 5.99941873 7.85398164
3 9.00628789 10.99557429
4 12.02798145 14.13716694
5 15.06452166 17.27875960
6 18.11508897 20.42035225
7 21.17825887 23.56194491
8 24.25237878 26.70353756
9 27.33582309 29.84513021
10 30.42712207 32.98672287
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TABLE 2 The roots of the transcendental Eq. 4.33 in the
case L, = 1.000001 and L2 = 1
n an n an
0 0.21658076 1 1.57079711
2 3.00857474 3 4.71239133
4 5.99942159 5 7.85398555
6 9.00629221 7 10.99557978
8 12.02798724 9 14.13717400
10 15.06452896 11 17.27876822
12 18.11509777 13 20.42036244
14 21.17826922 15 23.56195666
16 24.25239066 17 26.70355088
18 27.33583651 19 29.84514511
20 30.42713707 20 32.98673933
list the first 22 roots of the transcendental Eq. 4.33 for
the "adjusted" case LI = 1.000001 and L2 = 1. We re-
mark that in this adjusted case, we now have the even
numbered roots very close to the I3n's in Table 1. In this
sense, as L, -* L2, we "lose" these roots from the tran-
scendental equation, and we may term the fll's as
missing.
Taking Q0 = lpF and Y, = 0.5, the large time solu-
tions gj' (the full solution, see Eqs. 4.19 and 6.1 ) and hj2(the full solution without the terms corresponding to the
A n's, see Eqs. 4.30 and 6.1 ) are plotted in Fig. 3 for the
recording sites Xl = 0.8 and X2 = 0.8. At this point, we
state that the waveforms h' and h' for the adjusted case
LI = 1.000001 and L2 = 1 overlap g' and g2 plotted in
Fig. 3 for the "unadjusted" case. We note that the solu-
tions hI and hi in the unadjusted case coincide. This is
apparent from the expression 4.34, which is symmetric
with respect to recording site when electrotonic lengths
of the recording cylinders are the same, i.e., for j * i,
Hj(XY,Yk, T) = HI'(Xi, Yk, T) when Lj = Li and Xj =
Xi. More generally, if we consider the case L1 =
L2= * *= LN, then the solution to Eqs. 4.24-4.27 is
Kjk 0 and the solution Hj to Eqs. 4.20-4.23 is symmet-
ric with respect to Xj. We may define G(X, Y, T) =
Hjk(Xj, Yk, T) forj = 1, . . .,N, where X = Xj and Y =
Yk, and then G satisfies the problem
in0<X<L, T>O d aG_G=O;
CX2 aT
atX= L
atX= 0
(6.3)
(6.4)
G= G, (6.5)
nanski, 1987b and Bluman and Tuckwell, 1987 for the
case e = 1). Hence, in this degenerate case, when all the
cylinders are equal, the solution Hj represents the solu-
tion to the equivalent single cylinder problem in Eqs.
6.3-6.7. Thus, intuitively, omitting the terms corre-
sponding to the roots n is equivalent to collapsing the
cylinders together when electrotonic lengths are equal.
The small and large time solutions
For the previous example, we show in Fig. 4 the small
time solution in Eq. 4.13, in the case X2 = 0.8. We show
the effect of retaining more terms (n = 4, 5, 6, and 8) of
the series for the large time solution of g2 . As n increases,
the large time solution g2 becomes accurate for smaller
times, but there comes a point at which retaining more
terms becomes unfeasible, and then the small time solu-
tion should be used to obtain the response for earlier
times. An overlap region between the small and large
time solutions can always be found by retaining a suffi-
cient number of terms in the large time expression. In
this way, the two expressions can be used to obtain the
solution for all time. In the example plotted in Fig. 4, we
see the high degree of accuracy obtained with the large
time solution when only eight terms of the series are
retained. We also mention that a simulation with a com-
partmental model for this example gives a waveform
that passes through the early and late time (with n = 8)
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Thus, G is the Green's function to the single cylinder
problem given by Eqs. 6.3-6.7 (compare with Poz-
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FIGURE 3 Voltage response for a two-cylinder model (e = 0.5) with
symmetric recording sites X, = 0.8 in cylinder 1 (LI = 1) and X2 = 0.8
in cylinder 2 (L2 = 1) and a charge input site at Y, = 0.5 in cylinder 1.
The large time solutions are shown at both recording sites X, and X2 for
the full solution g' and the partial solution hM, where j = 1, 2, respec-
tively, for X, and X2.
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FIGURE 4 A comparison of the small and large time solutions for the
two-cylinder model shown in Fig. 3, with the recording site at X2 = 0.8
and the same input site. The large time solution is shown for the cases
when n = 4, 5, 6, and 8 terms of the series are retained.
solutions (for which they are valid) and their overlap
region.
The effect of the shunt at the soma
To show the effect of an increasing amount of shunt at
the soma, we consider a two-cylinder model with the
electrical values ofRm, Cm, Ri, dS, dl, and d2 taken to be
the same as those in the previous examples with 14 = 0.1
cm, 12 = 0.2 cm, and RSh variable. Thus, we have Cs, Tm5
X1, and X2, as given in Section 6.1, with the parameter
values
'Y1=7Y2=5, L= 1, L2=2.
We consider the values (correct to 3 sf) (a) RSh = Q,
(b) RSh = 1.27 x 1010 Q, (c) RSh = 1.41 x 109 Q, and (d)
RSh = 6.70 x 108 Q, which give
(a)R= 1.27x10'3Q, rs 20ms and e = 1
(b)R =6.37 x102 Q, r=10 ms and = 0.5
(c)Rs = 1.27 x 10'2 Q, rs = 2 ms and e= 0.1
(d)Rs= 6.37 x 10" Q, Ts = ms and e = 0.05
Taking Q0 = pF and Y1 = 0.75, the large time solution
of g2 (retaining 20 terms ofthe series) is plotted in Fig. 5
for the recording site X2 = 1 and for each of the above
values of RSh. It can be seen that an increasing shunt
reduces the peak voltage and speeds the final decay.
Also, it is worth remarking that the shunt has little effect
on the early parts of the transients. This is predicted by
the early time solution in Eq. 4.13, the leading order
terms of which are independent of RSh, because we can
write
N
'yj/E = gooj/gm and h = z g4)j/gsm.
j=l
Thus, the leading order terms ofboth Eqs. 4.13 and 4.17
are independent of RSh, as is the scaling used in Eq. 6.1,
which can be shown to be
gjk =QO kjGk
rmg.ok
The effect of adding cylinders
In this example, we consider a three-cylinder model,
with Rm, Cm, Ri, ds, and RSh as given in the preceding
examples. We take
11 = 0.1 cm, 12 = 0.2 cm, 13 = 0.15 cm,
dI = d2= d3 = 10- cm.
These give Cs, RS, Tm, and T,s as before, and Xl = 2=
= 0.1 cm. The parameter values in Eq. 3.8 are
1'Y= 72 = Y3 = 5, L, = 1, L2= 2, L3 = 1.5, e = o.5
Taking Q0 = 1 pFand Y1 = 0.8, the large time solution of
gI is plotted in Fig. 6 for the recording site Xl = 0.2 and
for the cases N = 1, 2, 3, respectively. Thus, with the
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FIGURE 5 Illustration of the effect ofan increasing shunt resistance at
the soma for a two-cylinder model (LI = 1, L2 = 2) with input site at Y,
= 1 in cylinder 1 and recording site at X2 = 1 in cylinder 2. The large
time solution g2 is shown for the cases e = 1, 0.5, 0.1, and 0.05.
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Effect of Adding Cylinders
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FIGURE 6 Voltage response for the recording site Xl = 0.2 and input
site Y, = 0.5 in cylinder 1 with L, = 1 ande = 0.5, in the cases of(a) no
added cylinders (N = 1), (b) one added cylinder (N = 2) with L2 = 2,
and (c) two added cylinders (N = 3) with L2 = 2 and L3 = 1.5.
same input and recording conditions, this example
shows the effect on the resulting waveform: first by add-
ing a cylinder ofelectrotonic length L2 = 2 and second by
adding a cylinder of electrotonic length L3 = 1.5 to the
original cylinder of electrotonic length L1 = 1. We note
that again the early times are hardly affected, but the late
times deviate as the charge spreads into the other cylin-
ders.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
(a) We present a set of equations that are used to
define a passive cable model of a neurone with a soma
and shunt and one or more dendritic trees represented
by equivalent cylinders, which can have different elec-
trotonic lengths.
(b) The model equations are analyzed for the case of
a point charge input in one of the cylinders. An eigen-
function expansion (separation of variables technique)
is used to derive the voltage response (Eq. 4.19) in the
form of a series of exponentially decaying components
in Eqs. 4.30 and 4.34. The expression for Gjk can be writ-
ten in the convenient form
Gjk(Xj, Yk, T) = z Ekni'kn(Yk)1i'j(Xj)e ( n)
n=O
oo
+ z Djn,kn(Yk)'jn(Xj)e-(1+)T, (7.1)
n=O
using Eqs. 4.44 and 4.5 1. We find it convenient to con-
sider the problem for Gj' as the sum oftwo subproblems
(see Eq. 4.19) and then to use separation of variables to
each ofthese problems. The reasons for this are twofold:
(1) First, ease of computation of the eigenvalues, ei-
genfunctions, and amplitudes. By considering Gjk in the
form Eq. 4.19, we find we divide the set of eigenvalues
into one set that is common to the whole system, the an's
(see Eq. 4.33), and a second set specifically related to a
particular branch, the fjn's (see Eq. 4.36). These are rela-
tively easy to compute, because the an's are given by the
roots of a transcendental Eq. 4.33 and the f3jn's are given
explicitly in Eq. 4.36. Consequently, standard tech-
niques then yield the eigenfunctions and corresponding
amplitudes, which may be obtained explicitly. When sep-
aration of variables is applied directly to G , we find that
the corresponding eigenvalues are given by the roots of
the following transcendental equation,
N
Ji7cos (aLi)[l -E( + a2)]
i=1
N N
= : yj sin aLj II cos (aLi). (7.2)
j=1 i-iioj
Analysis ofthis equation leads naturally to the two sets of
eigenvalues. The an's arise when HIiN cos (aLi) 0, and
dividing through by this quantity in Eq. 7.2 gives Eq.
4.33. Alternatively, if fJN=1 cos (aLi) = 0, then we obtain
the fjn's. Thus, in this respect, we are led to the consider-
ation of the two problems HJ' and Kj' in Eq. 4.32.
(2) Second, the Kik problem in practical computa-
tions of the solution is unimportant. We qualify this by
noting that the Kjk problem has the trivial solution unless
the ratio ofthe lengths of equivalent cylinders are in odd
integer ratios (see Eq. 4.40). Thus, whenever these cases
arise, small adjustments to the lengths of the involved
cylinders remove the Kjk from the solution, with no sig-
nificant effects on the overall waveforms (Sec-
tion 6.1 ).
We may write Eq. 7.1 in the dimensional form as fol-
lows,
00
gjk(Xj Yk, t) en/kfn(Yk/Xk)/jn(Xj/Xj)e / n
n=O
oo
+ z djnfkn(yk/Xk)qjn((xj/Xj)et/rin, (7.3)
n=n
on using Eq. 3.7, where
gjk = QO QRRsdDjnD 9
'YkTm
i YkTm i YkTm
TM TM
Y"k = XkYk, -r 21+)1 rj (I +
(7.4)
(7.5)
where Yk is the physical distance of the input site from
the soma. We remark on some important features ofthe
solution:
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(i) The time constants may be categorized into two
sets: the first are the Tn's, which are common to the whole
system and independent ofstimulation Yk and recording
position Xj, and the second are the Tjn'S, which are asso-
ciated with a particular branch and dependent on the
recording segment j.
(ii) The amplitudes of the two series are affected by
stimulation and recording positions. The set of ampli-
tudes for the first series in Eq. 7.3 has three parts: the first
is en, a constant depending only on the model parame-
ters and the corresponding time constant, the second de-
pending on the input (or excitation) site, and the third
varying with the recording position.
(iii) We note the symmetry of the response solution
with regard to input and recording sites; interchanging
them does not affect the resulting waveform form for a
particular stimulus.
(c) The expression Eq. 7.1, although valid for all T, is
only practically useful in numerical calculations for ob-
taining the large time behavior. For smaller times, more
terms in the series have to be retained to obtain a re-
quired accuracy. An alternative expansion valid for
small time is obtained in Section 4.2 by expanding the
solution Eqs. 4.10 and 4.11 of the Laplace transform
problem for G>, see Eqs. 4.4-4.8, for large values of the
transform parameter, and inverting to obtain Eqs. 4.13
and 4.17. These two alternative expansions for Gk may
be used to calculate the voltage response efficiently for
all values of T.
(d) For completeness, we include the relevant convo-
lution integrals for the voltage response to arbitrary in-
put currents (Section 5).
(e) These results may be extended to include the fully
branched structure, i.e., several dendritic trees emanat-
ing from a common soma. At branch points, we have
current conservation and voltage continuity and thus
have a particular case of the Eqs. 3.9-3.13, with appro-
priate modification of the boundary condition Eq. 3.10.
A recursive definition of the system may then be set up,
with daughter segments at one level becoming parent
segments for the next level, moving outward along den-
dritic trees from soma to tips to give the required
branched structure.
(f) Finally, in the particular case of only one equiva-
lent cylinder, the results derived in Sections 4 and 5 re-
duce to those obtained by Poznanski ( 1987b) and, when
e = 1, to those by Bluman and Tuckwell (1987).
wherej k, q is defined in Eq. 4.1 1, andA is a constant that is indepen-
dent of the recording segment because of the continuity condition in
Eq. 4.7.
(b) To solve Eq. 4.4, we note that in the kth segment, the domain
(0, Lk) must be divided into two distinct regions, namely 0 < Xk < Yk
and Yk < Xk < Lk, because ofthe presence ofthe delta function at Xk =
Yk. Hence, forXk> Yk, the solution ofEq. 4.4 that satisfies Eq. 4.6 may
be written as
Gk(Xk Y ) C cosh q(Lk-Xk)Ccosh qLk (Al.2)
with C a constant to be determined, and for Xk < Yk, the solution ofEq.
4.4 may be written in the form
6(k, Yk, po) = A cosh q(Lk Xk) + B sinh qXk, (A1.3)k(Xk, P) cosh qLk
where A and B are constants. This satisfies the continuity condition at
the soma Eq. 4.7, comparing with Eq. A 1.1.
(c) Using Eqs. Al.l and Al.3 in Eq. 4.8, we obtain
A( 1 + Ep) =-Aq Iyyj tanh qLj +YkqB,j=i
which on rearranging gives
A Bep+qa)
(1I+ Ep +qo-)
(A1.4)
(A1.5)
where a is given in Eq. 4.1 1.
(d) We are now left with two constantsA and B to be determined by
satisfying the conditions across the source at Xk = Yk. These conditions
are implicitly contained in Eq. 4.4 (see, for example, Stakgold, 1979,
chapter 1) and may be written as
lim Gk(Xk, Yk, P) = lim Gk(Xk, Yk, p), (A1-6)
Xk =OYk+ Xk-.Yk-
and
lim aGk(Xk, Yk, P)
Xk-'.Yk+ dXk
lim aG(Xk, Yk,P)P 1 (A1 7)
Xk-Yk- dXk
The condition Eq. Al .6 simply states that Gk is continuous at Xk= Yk,
and Eq. A 1.7 states that thejump in the Xk derivative ofGk at Xk = Yk is
of magnitude -1.
Using Eqs. A1.2 and A1.3 with Eqs. A1.5 in A1.6 gives
B{ Ykq cosh q(Lk Yk) + sinh qXk
+(+-p+qa) cosh qLk
cosh q(Lk Yk)
(l8
cosh qLk
Similarly, using Eqs. A. 11 and A. 12 in Eq. A 1.7 gives
APPENDIX 1
To solve Eqs. 4.4-4.8, we proceed as follows:
(a) The solution of Eq. 4.5, which satisfies Eq. 4.6, may be written
as
Gjk(Xj, Yk,p)=A shq(Lj Xj) (Al.l)
(C-A)q sinh q(Lk Yk) + Bq cosh qYk= 1. (A1.9)cosh qLk
Using Eq. A 1.5 in Eq. A 1.9, we may solve Eqs. A 1.8 and A 1.9 forB to
obtain on simplification
1 cosh q(Lk Yk)
q cosh qLk (Al.10)
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Thus, Eq. A1.8 gives
7Yk coshq(4k-Yk) 1C=(1+Ep+q)=q4 + - sinh qYk, (Al.ll)
and Eq. Al.5 gives
A = 7Yk cosh q(Lk- Yk)(I +Ep + qa) cosh qL4,
Hence, we obtain Eqs. 4.9 and 4.10.
(A1. 12)
where we have used the continuity of 4,j at Xj = 0. Ifwe substitute Eq.
A2.7 with k set to j into Eq. A2.8, we may solve immediately for the
desired orthogonality condition
3B( *n, *M)
N /Li
-
j 'YJ IPjnPjm dXj + E()kn(0)km(0) = 0,j=l m
where n *- m, and defining *n(X) by
I'(X) = tj.(Xj), for X = Xj.
Integrating when n = m, we thus have the result
(A2.9)
(A2.10)
APPENDIX 2
The coefficients A,. and Bjn in the expansions in Eqs. 4.30 and 4.34 are
now derived using certain orthogonality conditions satisfied by the ei-
genfunctions in Eqs. 4.32 and 4.35. The initial conditions in Eqs. 4.28
and 4.29 give, on using Eqs. 4.30 and 4.34,
IN
/2 > yjLj sec2aa.Lj + 1/20, + E
3B ( *n,*m) -= j-1ifn=m; (A2.11)
0, ifn # m,
00
6(Xk- Yk) = 2 Akn(Yk)kn(Xk)
n-O
+ Z Bkr(Yk)Okr(Xk); (A2.1)
r=O
00 00
0 = z Ajm(Yk)#jn(Xj) + z Bjr(Yk)ojr(Xj), i # k. (A2.2)
n-O r-O
We now discuss the orthogonality conditions satisfied by the two sets
of eigenfunctions in Eqs. 4.32 and 4.34.
A modified orthogonality condition
for the ik1n's
Because the tk. are not orthogonal over 0 . Xk ! Lk, a modified
orthogonality condition (similar to that used by Churchill, 1942) is
used to derive the Ak,,'s. Ifwe use Eq. 4.18 in Eqs. 3.9-3.13 and use the
eigenfunction expansion of Eqs. 4.30 and 4.34, we obtain for the 4,k.'s,
where 0On is given after Eq. 4.42, except in the casee = 1 and n = m = 0
when
N
3(*o,'0'o) = 1 + z 7jLj.j=1
Thus, for any function F that can be expressed as
00
F (X.) = 2: Akn4j, forj = I .* N,
n=O
(A2.12)
(A2.13)
where Fj is the component ofF in jth branch, we have that
A=_8(F, *n)3B(*n *n) (A2. 14)
where the definition of B( *, * ) in Eq. A.29 is extended for arbitrary
functions.
in O< Xk <Lk )56k + aYn2 kn °;
at Xk = L4 kn
atXk = Xj = 0 Okn ,= jn,
and
N
(1 - E(( + an))4kn- 2: Syj4jn =°0;j l
(A2.3) An orthogonality condition for the ,I,'s
(A2.4) The eigenfunctions ojn are orthogonal over the interval 0. Xj < Lj, and
(A2.5) using standard notation, we have
> L X
< ¢>n, Ojm> a Oi¢j(Xi))Ojm(Xj ) dXj
(A2.6)
forj = 1, . . ., N, where' denotes differentiation with respect to Xj in the
jth segment.
Proceeding formally, we consider Eqs. A2.3-A2.6 for k and 4k. to
obtain (see, for example, Titchmarsh, 1962, p. 1),
Lk
t k'kn4km dXk
1
[O'
-y2 n(°)iPkmn(°) On(0)41m(0)]. (A2-7)
To eliminate the unknown derivatives from Eq. A2.7, we consider the
boundary condition at Xk = 0 for 4A, and ,km,
(a -2 a)2%n(0)4km(°)
N
+ z i(Yj[jn(0)jm(O) - Ojm(0)4tjn(0)] = 0, (A2.8)j-l
fLj/2, if n = m;
lo, ifn#&m.
The coefficients Akf and Bjn
Using Eq. A2.15 in Eqs. A2.1 and A2.2 gives,
Bkr(Yk) = (-L) (Yk)
- (L) z AI,(Yk)<4KnJ, (kr>; (A2.16)Lk n-0
2 -0Bjr(Yk) =-L( Akn(Yk)<jInJ, (jr> i # k; (A2.17)
w a n-t
where it can be shown that
r( -I r#jr<K#in , jr> (O' 'n~a~
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(A2.18)
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forj = 1, . . ., N, because a,, r To obtain the Ak., we rearrange Eqs.
A2.1 and A2.2 to give
00
6(Xk- Yk)- E Bkr(Yk)qkr(Xk)
r=O
= 2 Akn(Yk)4kn(Xk); (A2.19)
n=O
- z Bjr(Yk)Ojr(Xj) = 2 Akn(Yk)yjn(Xj), i k; (A2.20)
r=O n=O
which is in the form of Eq. A2.13, with F defined as
co
Fk(Xk) = 6(Xk Yk) Bkr(Yk)Okr(Xk); (A2.21)
r-O
00
F (Xj) = - z Bjr(Yk )4Pjr(Xj), i *' k.
r=O
(A2.22)
Thus, proceeding formally,
N iL
!B(F, 'n) = z Yj J Fjjn dXj + fFj(0)Okn(O)j=1
Ykkn ( Yk)
N pLj oo
-z2 j Jf Bjr(yk)Ojr(Xj)O'jn(Xj)} dXj
j=1 O r=O
= Yk('kn(Yk)
N oo
- z z {'YjBjr(Yk)( jn, Ojr)>} (A2.23)j-1 r=O
where integration and summation may be interchanged, because the
series in the second line of Eq. A2.22 converges uniformly on (0, Li).
The double series in the last expression in Eq. A2.23 can be shown to be
zero, on using Eqs. A2. 18 and 4.37. Thus, in convenient notation, we
obtain
Akn = 3(, n ) (A2.24)
where
Residuesatp = -(1 + an)
Ifp = - (1 + a'), then we write GI' in the form
k= h(p)
k(p)h
where we define
k(p)= 1 +E(q2- 1)+qq,
(A3. 1)
(A3.2)
noting that q and a are functions ofp (see Eq. 4.1 1 ), and h(p) we define
as the rest of the expression in Eq. 4.9. It is easily shown that at p =
-(1 + a2)
k(p) = 0, k'(p) 0 and h(p) $ 0, (A3.3)
where ' denotes differentiation with respect to p. Evaluating Eqs. 4.41
and 4.9 at Xj = 0, we have (see, for example, Priestley, 1985, chapter 7)
A =h(p) at p =-(I + a'), (A3.4)
which gives Eq. 4.42 on using the relations cosh iz = cos z, sinh iz =
i sin iz for z complex. However, we must distinguish the particular case
e = 1 and n = 0 because an = 0. The residue p = -I may still be
evaluated using Eq. A3.3 but cannot be deduced by settinge = 1 and
n = 0 in the expression in Eq. 4.42.
Residues at p = -(1 + 2)
Precisely the same approach as that outlined above may be adopted to
evaluate the residues at p = -( 1 + flj2j). In this case, we note that Eqs.
4.9 and 4.10 have simple poles at p = -(1 + ,l,2n) if both
cosh qLk = 0 and cosh qLj = 0 for some]j k (there may be more than
one suchj, which is accounted for by the sets Sjn given in Eq. 4.50). We
find it convenient to analyze Eqs. 4.9 and 4.10 for simple poles and
residues by considering the two cases as stated above in the determina-
tion ofthe Bjn's. These simply distinguish between the case when eigen-
values ofa recording branch do not coincide with those in the stimulat-
ing branch (case (a)), and the alternative case when some (or all) the
eigenvalues of the recording branch do coincide with some (or all) of
those in the stimulating segment (case (b)).
(Xk - Yk), ifX = Xk;
A(X) =
10, otherwise,
(A2.25)
that when evaluated agrees with the A., of Eqs. 4.42 and 4.43 derived
from the Laplace transform solution. Note that nothing has been
proven about the completeness ofthe Vj.'s and the ojn's for representing
an arbitrary function.
APPENDIX 4
The problem for G6, as for G6j (see Eqs. 4.3-4.8), can be shown to be,
(A4.1)inO < Xj < Lj ax; _ (I + p)Gjs = O;
at Xj = Lj ax = °; (A4.2)
APPENDIX 3
In this appendix, we explain how the residues of G* are evaluated to
obtain the coefficients Akn given in Section 4.3.1.1 and the Bjn given in
Section 4.3.1.2.
First, we analyze the expression for Gjk given in Eq. 4.41. The first
series in Eq. 4.41 has simple poles atp = -(1 + a') or equivalently q =
ian using Eq. 4.11, and the second series has simple poles at p =
- (1 + dj3n ) or q = ifjn . It is easily verified that no an coincides with any
An i i.e., the sets Aj (see Eq. 4.38) are each disjoint with the set { an } n0.
Thus, the simple poles ofthe two series are independent ofthe segment
considered, unlike those of the second series that are segment depen-
dent.
atXj = 0 (A4.3)
and
(I+EP)GS-zy = 1;
Xji= Jax
(A4.4)
forj = 1, . . ., N. The solution to Eq. A4. 1 that satisfies Eq. A4.2 and
continuity at the soma Eq. A4.3 is
cosh q(Lj-Xi)
cosh qLj (A4.5)
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forj = 1, . . ., Nwhere A is a constant, determined by Eq. A4.5 satisfy-
ing Eq. A4.4. Immediately we obtain Eq. 5.5 on using the expressions
in Eq. 4.11.
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